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I Wonder
Leeland

(Verse 1):
D
At the stars in the night, I wonder
         Bm
At Your lightning in the sky, I shudder
      A                       Gsus2
Your glory is a blanket that covers
              D
Every living thing

(Verse 2):
D
Im in awe at the majesty of who You are
      Bm
Your love is a seal burnt inside my heart
A                           Gsus2
All of the day I want to be where You are
          D
Holy Father

(Pre-Chorus):
        Bm               Gsus2               D   
And it feels like theres not enough praise inside of me
                Bm           Gsus2             D
With all these words, all my heart can sing is holy
           A
You are holy

(Chorus):
[D]
Jesus Christ

You bled Your love, laid down Yourself
     Gsus2     
And gave me life
                                      EM7
In naked shame You hung and You were lifted high
                       D          A
Here I lay in awe and wonder
  [D]  
I am afraid
                                   Gsus2
For no ones ever sacrificed and loved me this way
                                 EM7
So on my face I fall under Your heavy grace
                       D
Here I lay in awe and wonder



Bm Gsus2      D
Oh, Oh, and I wonder

(Verse 2):
D
Im in awe at the majesty of who You are
      Bm
Your love is a seal burnt inside my heart
A                           Gsus2
All of the day I want to be where You are
          D
Holy Father

(Pre-Chorus):
        Bm               Gsus2               D   
And it feels like theres not enough praise inside of me
                Bm           Gsus2             D
With all these words, all my heart can sing is holy
           A
You are holy

(2x-Chorus):
     [D]
And, Jesus Christ

You bled Your love, laid down Yourself
     Gsus2     
And gave me life
                                      EM7
In naked shame You hung and You were lifted high
                       D          A
Here I lay in awe and wonder
  [D]  
I am afraid
                                   Gsus2
For no ones ever sacrificed and loved me this way
                                 EM7
So on my face I fall under Your heavy grace
                       D
Here I lay in awe and wonder
Bm Gsus2      D
Oh, Oh, and I wonder
Bm Gsus2      D        A(do not play on last chorus)
Oh, Oh, and I wonder


